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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

WHAT? 
 
The Master in Robotics and Advanced 
Construction - MRAC seeks to train a 
new generation of interdisciplinary 
professionals who are capable of facing 
our growing need for a more sustainable 
and optimised construction eco-system. 

The Master is focused on the emerging 
design and market opportunities arising 
from novel robotic and advanced 
manufacturing systems.

Through a mixture of seminars, workshops 
and studio projects, the master programme 
challenges the traditional processes in the 
Construction Sector. It investigates how advances 
in robotics and digital fabrication tools change 
the way we build and develop processes and 
design tools for such new production methods.

By bringing together international researchers 
and industry partners from a wide variety 
of fields and cultures, IAAC seeks to create a 
multidisciplinary and multicultural environment, 
a place to rethink the construction sector and 
train the new generation of professionals capable 
of having a positive impact on our future built 
environment and economy. 
 

WHY?
 
The construction sector is currently 
faced with a need for change. A new 
approach towards how our environment 
is built must be taken. Growing cities are 
challenging the sector to find better ways 
to build more and at a lower cost. 

Furthermore, the limited resources that we 
have on this planet push us towards a more 
sustainable way of building, inhabiting, and 
reusing our constructions. In addition to this, the 
construction sector has not yet taken advantage 
of the digital revolution that is happening 
in other manufacturing sectors, such as in 
the automobile and aerospatial engineering 

industries. While studies predict that 
Automation, Robotics, and AI will possibly 
increase productivity by 60% in the 
construction sector, they also open new 
opportunities for design and for increased 
building performance.

In this context, IAAC proposes a new 
interdisciplinary programme where 
prospective students can expect to learn 
about the state of the art in Robotics and 
Advanced Manufacturing technologies, 
as well as theory and practical tools 
of computational design and artificial 
intelligence. Master candidates will 
become fluent in the use of these 
technologies through continuous hands-
on experiments, methodology, and a 
series of workshops and pilot projects with 
research and industry partners.

 

WHO?
 
The MRAC offers an international 
and multidisciplinary environment 
where engineers, designers, 
architects, craftsmen, academics 
and industry partners have 
the opportunity to rethink the 
construction industry and push the 
boundaries of robotics and advanced 
manufacturing. 

The master will take place at the Institute 
for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia, 
a creative space fully equipped with the 
most recent manufacturing technologies, 
in Barcelona, an international hub for 
innovation in a traditionally rich industrial 
region. 

 

PROFESSIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES
 
Once successfully finished 
the master programme, IAAC 
students will join the IAAC Alumni 
Community. This is an active and 
dynamic network of visionary 
professionals spread around the 
world, promoting the principles 
and applications of Advanced 
Architecture, exploring new 
academic and research initiatives, 
leading award-winning practices or 
successful start-ups and working for 
internationally acclaimed firms and 
institutions. 

The aim of IAAC is to form graduates who, 
after the completion of the programme, will 
be able to develop their acquired skills in 
a diversity of professional environments, 
related to the transformation and 
management of the construction sector.
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MRAC 01 
 
9 Months 
Full time 
 
 
 
 
 

MRAC 01 
 
18 Months 
part time 
 
 
 
 

MRAC 01 + OTF 
 
15 Months 
Full time 
 
 
 
 
 

MRAC 02  
 
18 Months 
Full time 
 
  

Master in Robotics and Advanced Construction 
accredited by School of Professional and 
Executive Development at the Polytechnic 
University of Catalonia – European Higher 
Education Area (EHEA) 

Credits:  75 ECTS  
Duration 9 Months – Full Time 
Language: English  
Admission based on student profile evaluation.

Master in Robotics and Advanced Construction 
accredited by School of Professional and 
Executive Development at the Polytechnic 
University of Catalonia – European Higher 
Education Area (EHEA) 

Credits:  75 ECTS  
Duration 18 Months – Part Time 
Language: English  
Admission based on student profile evaluation.

Master in Robotics and Advanced Construction - 
YEAR 02 Research Thesis accredited by School of 
Professional and Executive Development at the 
Polytechnic University of Catalonia – European 
Higher Education Area (EHEA). 

Credits:  130 ECTS  
Duration 18 Months – Full Time 
Language: English  
Admission based on student profile evaluation.

Master in Robotics and Advanced Construction 
+ Postgraduate Diploma in Open Thesis 
Fabrication. Both accredited by School of 
Professional and Executive Development at the 
Polytechnic University of Catalonia – European 
Higher Education Area (EHEA) 

Credits:  120 ECTS  
Duration 15 Months – Full Time 
Language: English  
Admission based on student profile evaluation.

The MRAC programme offers the following different formats: 
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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

WELCOME TO 
THE INSTITUTE
FOR ADVANCED 
ARCHITECTURE
OF CATALONIA

The Institute for Advanced 
Architecture of Catalonia (IAAC) 
is an international centre for 
research, education, production 
and outreach, with the mission of 
envisioning the future habitat of 
our society and building it in the 
present.

Based in Barcelona, the Institute 
offers multidisciplinary programmes 
that explore international urban 
and territorial phenomena, with an 
emphasis on the opportunities that 
arise from the emergent territories, 
and the cultural, economic and 
social values that architecture can 
contribute to today’s society.
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

IAAC 
THE INSTITUTE 
FOR ADVANCED 
ARCHITECTURE 
OF CATALONIA

IAAC IS 
EDUCATION

With a wide range of 
pioneering master 
programmes, giving the next 
generation of architects and 
changemakers the space to 
imagine, test and shape the 
future of cities, architecture 
and technology.

This is also possible 
through the Fab Academy, a 
distributed educational model 
aiming to introduce anyone 
to Digital Fabrication. Not 
to mention the workshops 
and the short programmes, 
implementing global agendas 
developed through local 
solutions, such as the Global 
Summer School.

IAAC IS 
HERITAGE

With the Valldaura Labs, 
a self-sufficient research 
centre located in the 
Collserola Metropolitan 
park, 20 minutes from 
the centre of Barcelona 
and surrounded by 140 
hectares of forest, where 
a series of laboratories 
are implemented for the 
production and testing of 
Energy, Food and Things.

IAAC IS 
RESEARCH

Thanks to a series of 
projects funded by the 
European Union and 
developed in collaboration 
with public and private 
European partners, 
oriented to explore the 
role of technology in our 
society and cities.

IAAC sets out to take Research and 
Development to architecture and 
urbanism, and create multidisciplinary 
knowledge networks. To this end, the 
Institute works in collaboration with several 
cities and regions, industrial groups, 
research centres, including the City Council 
of Barcelona, the Collserola Natural Park, 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT), the Centre for Information Technology 
and Ar chitecture (CITA), the Southern 
California Institute of Architecture (Sci-Arc), 
as well as diverse companies among which 
CISCO, Endesa, Kuka Robotics and many 
others. 

In collaboration with these entities, 
the Institute develops various research 
programmes that bring  together 
experts in different disciplines such 
as architecture, engineering, biology, 
sociology, anthropology and other fields of 
investigation.

IAAC has made a name for itself as a centre 
of international reference, welcoming 
students and investigators from over 60 
different countries among which Australia, 
the USA, India, Brazil, Russia, Ethiopia, all 
European countries and many others.

IAAC IS 
COMMUNITY
 

Beyond its educational 
and pro-research work, 
seeks permanent contact 
and cooperation among 
the hundreds of teachers, 
researchers, institutions 
and companies that have 
worked with us or that pursue 
the objective of providing 
solutions to the great 
challenges of humanity.

IAAC IS 
OUTREACH 

Through lectures, 
publications, exhibitions 
and competitions. Thanks 
to initiatives such as the 
IAAC Lecture Series, or the 
Advanced Architecture 
Contest, IAAC promotes its 
values in the discussion 
about architecture, cities, 
society and technology, 
facing the nowadays 
worldwide challenges.

IAAC IS 
INNOVATION

With the Fab Lab Barcelona, 
the first and most 
advanced digital production 
laboratory in EU, and the 
Green Fab Lab, the first 
digital fabrication laboratory 
oriented to self-sufficiency: 
two places where you can 
build almost anything. 

After hosting the FAB10 
in 2014, the 10th annual 
worldwide Fab Lab 
conference, Fab Lab 
Barcelona has consolidated 
his role within the Fab 
Lab Network as one of 
the worldwide leaders of 
the Digital Fabrication 
Revolution as well as the 
Coordinator of the Fab 
Academy Programme.
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IAAC is located in the Poblenou neighbourhood of 
Barcelona, in the recently created district known as 22@, 
an international reference for companies and institutions 
oriented toward the knowledge society. In the 22@, cutting-
edge firms, universities, research and training centres 
are integrated with different agents of promotion that 
facilitate interaction and communication among them. 
 
The neighbourhood is close to the historic centre and the 
seafront, and features some of the most iconic landmarks 
of the city such as the Agbar Tower and the Design Hub 
building. The ongoing projects of the Plaça de les Glòries 
and the Sagrera APT station are also making it one of the 
most dynamic enclaves in the city.

PUJADES 
CAMPUS
IAAC is housed in two old factory buildings, 
with 4.000 m2 of space for research, 
production and 
dissemination of architecture. 
 
The space itself is a declaration of principles, 
embodying an experimental and productive 
approach to architecture. 
 
The IAAC Pujades Campus premises include 
the Fab Lab Barcelona, an architecture and 
design-oriented digital fabrication laboratory, 
and a second Fabrication Laboratory, entirely 
dedicated to the development of IAAC students 
projects.

VALLDAURA 
CAMPUS
Valldaura Labs is IAAC’s second campus located in 
the Collserola Park, the green heart of Barcelona’s 
Metropolitan Area.  
 
The campus is a 140 hectares park and testing 
ground for innovation, that features the latest 
technologies in the fields of energy, information and 
fabrication.  
The core of this innovative project developed by 
IAAC is a series of laboratories that work to set a 
new benchmark for self-sufficiency.  
 
The Valldaura Labs premises include the Green Fab 
Lab, a fabrication laboratory oriented towards self-
sufficient and productive solutions. The Food Lab 
and the Energy Lab, allowing students to research 
the specifics of the production of key elements 
involved in self-sufficiency.
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The Fab Lab Barcelona and Green Fab 
Lab are also part of the global network of 
Fab Labs, set up by MIT’s Center for Bits 
and Atoms: small scale production and 
innovation centres equipped with digital 
fabrication tools and technologies for the 
production of objects, prototypes and 
electronics. 
 
Fab Lab’s final mission is to provide access 
to the tools and the knowledge to educate, 
innovate and invent using technology and 
digital fabrication. This initiative aims to 
allow anyone to make (almost) anything, 
thereby creating opportunities to improve 
lives and livelihoods around the world. 

FAB LAB BARCELONA

GREEN FAB LAB

 at Pujades Campus

  at Valldaura Campus

Fab Lab Barcelona is the headquarters of the global 
coordination of the Fab Academy programme, in 
collaboration with the Fab Foundation and the MIT’s 
Center for Bits and Atoms. Fab Lab Barcelona is 
located in the Pujades Campus, where it supports 
different educational and research programmes 
related to the multiple scales of the human habitat. 

The Fab Lab Barcelona has produced projects 
such as Hyperhabitat or the Fab Lab House and is 
currently developing projects of different scales, from 
smart devices for data collection by individuals, such 
as Smart Citizen, to the new production models for 
cities with the Fab City project being implemented in 
Barcelona in collaboration with the city council. 

The Green Fab Lab is a digital fabrication 
lab that uses natural resources, part 
of the Plan Avanza national network of 
laboratories in Spain. One of its research 
lines is centred on the development of new 
materials from natural ingredients such 
as wood, earth or minerals for building, to 
make bricks, glass and resins using simple 
ancestral technologies and modern high-
tech processes. The laboratory has several 
traditional bòvila brickyard kilns of the type 
traditionally found on large rural estates in 
Catalonia.
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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

With the Master in Robotics and Advanced 
Constructions (MRAC), IAAC seeks to train a new 
generation of interdisciplinary actors capable of 
facing our growing need for a more sustainable 
and optimised construction ecosystem. The Master 
is focused on the emerging design and market 
opportunities arising from novel robotic and 
advanced manufacturing systems.

Through seminars, workshops and studio projects, the master programme 
challenges the traditional processes in the Construction Sector. It 
investigates how robotics and new digital fabrication tools change the 
way we build, and develop the design tools and processes for such new 
productions methods.

The master offers an international and multidisciplinary environment 
in which Engineers, Designers, Architects, Craftsmen, Academics and 
Industry partners must rethink the construction industry. The master 
takes place in IAAC, a creative space fully equipped with the latest 
manufacturing technologies, based in Barcelona, an International hub for 
innovation in a traditionally rich industrial region.

MRAC FORMATS 

ACADEMIC STRUCTURE 

 

MASTER IN 
ROBOTICS & 
ADVANCED 
CONSTRUCTION
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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MASTER MODALITIES
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MRAC 01 - FULL TIME  
 
MASTER IN ROBOTICS & 
ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION   
09 MONTHS 

 
The Master Programme in Robotics 
and Advanced Construction is an 
innovative educational format that offers 
interdisciplinary skills and understanding 
through a series of class seminars that 
are put into practice through hands-on 
workshops. 

IAAC gives students the opportunity to 
create individual studio agendas and 
develop Pilot Thesis Projects based on the 
knowledge acquired during the seminars and 
workshops split into 3 Modules. In this way, 
IAAC puts together an experimental learning 
environment for the training of professionals 
with both theoretical and practical 
responses to the increasing complexity of the 
construction sector.

Monthly encounters with professionals and 
researchers are condensed into one week of 
seminar lectures and hands-on workshops per 
month and are combined with online classes 
and video conference reviews to offer the 
possibility for part time students to study from 
abroad with part-time jobs. Full-time students 
will have the possibility to develop their own 
studio and thesis project during the 3 remaining 
weeks of each month, while part-time students 
can extend their study over 2 years to complete 
the studio and thesis project and acquire the 
master degree.
Students will be part of a highly international 
group, including faculty members, researchers 
and lecturers from all over the world, this 
environment will encourage them to develop 
collective decision-making processes and 
materialise their project ideas.
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MRAC 01 - PART TIME  
 
MASTER IN ROBOTICS & 
ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION   
18 MONTHS 

 
The Master in Robotics and Advanced 
Construction (MRAC) part time modality consists 
in a 9 + 9 month programme along the course of 
two academic years.

The MRAC part time format has been 
designed for all those interested students and 
professionals with existing part time jobs from 
abroad, to attend the courses.

The program is made of mandatory and optional 
presencial classes, to grantee flexibility for 
the students. During the first academic year, 
Seminars will be arranged in remote for the 
students not to miss any teaching content 
and reviews, while physical attendance will be 
required in IAAC for:
> one kick off intensive seminar week, 
happening the first week of each term;
> one week of workshop classes happening 
twice for each term.

For the second academic year, the MRAC part 
time students will have completed all the 
Seminars and Workshops of the MRAC program, 
and would be keen on the 3 terms MRAC Studio 
and Visits in IAAC and remotely connected.
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MRAC 01 - FIRST TERM 
MATERIALISING WITH MACHINES

Duration: 3 months - from October to December 
 
Human to Robot, From Digital to Physical 

Advances in File to Factory workflow allows for precise and complex constructions. In this new 
paradigm, architecture will be mass customized, constructive logic will be encoded, new materials will 
be introduced and materiality will be programmed. During this first semester, students will explore 
the possibilities being already offered by digital fabrication and computational design to gain control 
over the entire process of materialisation from digital to physical, from the human intention to the 
robot execution. A special focus will be given on the challenges and opportunities raised by Robotic 
and Additive Manufacturing for construction.
 
Software 1: Algorithmic Design
Tutor : Alessio Erioli
Tools : Rhinoceros 3D, Grasshopper 3D, Python.

Hardware 1: Robotic Actuators
Tutor: Angel Muñoz
Tools: Arduino, Raspberry Pi, ABB, KUKA and others hardware available in IAAC

Applied Theory 1: Materialising with Machines
Tutor : Mathilde Marengo
Past Guests: Mark Burry (Sagrada Familia), Jelle Feringa (AEctual), Tom Svilans (Innochain), Carlos
Perez (McNeel Europe), Jordi Ribatallada (ABB), Shajay Bhooshan (Zaha Code - Zaha Hadid
Architects).

Workshops 1.1 and 1.2: Manufacturing
Topics : Subtractive, forming and additive manufacturing, robotic assembly.
Collaborators: Noumena, Zaha Code - Zaha Hadid Architects, Eurecat, HeatherWick Studio.

Research Studio 1: Robotic Craft
Tutors : Alexandre Dubor, Raimund Krenmueller
Project goal : From manual craft to robotic fabrication.

*The mentioned seminars and faculties refers to the Academic Year 2019-2021. The programme for the 
Academic Year 2022-2023 may be subject to slight variations.
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MRAC 01 - SECOND TERM 
SCANNING AND LEARNING MACHINES

Duration: 3 months - from January to March 
 
Robot to Human, From Physical to Digital 
Advances in data collection and analysis allows for better integration of specific construction 
challenges such as site monitoring and adaptability, heterogeneous materials, inventory 
management, assembly tolerances, changing climate conditions and team coordination. During the 
second semester, students will integrate increasing amounts of data in their workflow, using robotic 
sensing and digital simulation to get new information of the construction process. Physical computing 
and analytics will help drive new decision making processes including iterative logics, computational 
optimisation and artificial intelligence. 
 
Software 2: Robotic Control
Tutors : Carlos Rizzo
Tools : ROS (Python).

Hardware 2: Robotic Sensors
Tutors : Angel Muñoz
Tools : Computer Vision and Data Analytics library for Python.

Applied Theory 2: Scanning and Learning Machines
Tutor: Mathilde Marengo
Past Guests: Fabian Scheurer (Design-to-Production), Pablo Ros (Ros + Falguera), Wes McGee (Matter
Design - University Of Michigan), Fabio Gramazio (Gramazio Kohler Architects).

Workshop 2.1 and 2.2 : Scanning
Past Topics: 3d Scanning, BIM, Drone flight and monitoring, Process monitoring, Adaptive
Fabrication.
Past Collaborators: FabLab Michigan, Georgia Tech School of Architecture, GT Spatial Future Lab,
Scaled Robotics.

Research Studio 2 : Robotic Sensing
Tutors: Aldo Sollazzo, Daniel Serrano. 
Project goal: From data acquisition to added value by design 

*The mentioned seminars and faculties refers to the Academic Year 2019-2021. The programme for the 
Academic Year 2022-2023 may be subject to slight variations.
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MRAC 01 - THIRD TERM 
HUMAN MACHINE COLLABORATIONS

Duration: 3 months - from April to June 
 
Robot with Human, Mixed Realities 
Advances in Human-Machine Interactions and mixed realities allows for a seamless collaboration 
between humans and robots in factory and construction sites, taking advantage of the best of both 
virtual and real world. During the third semester, students will extend their skills and perspectives 
towards new devices and strategies that combine existing manual constructive methods with the 
digital and robotic ones. This new digital craftsmanship in factories and construction sites will be the 
scenario students will use to explore the potential of collaborative robots and Augmented Reality for 
the construction sector.
 
Software 3: Machine Learning
Tutors : Mateusz Zwierzycki
Tools : Parametric modeling, evolutionary solvers, self-organizing map. 

H.3 - Hardware 3: Robotic Interaction
Tutors : Angel Muñoz
Tools : Touch and body sensors, gesture control, virtual interfaces, augmented / mixed reality. 

Applied Theory 3 : Human - Machine collaboration
Tutor: Mathilde Marengo
Past Guests : Roland Snooks (Kokkugia / RMIT, RWTH AACHEN), Johannes Braumann (Association for
Robots in Architecture) and more tba. 

Workshop 3.1 and 3.2: Collaborative & Swarm Robotics
Past Topics: Discretizing robotic processes, robotic tolerance, movement programming and
interaction, realtime robotic interfaces, mixed reality.
Past Collaborators: Association for Robots in Architecture, Kokkugia / RMIT, RWTH AACHEN and
more tba. 

Research Studio 3 : Final Project
Tutors: Aldo Sollazzo, Alexandre Dubor.
Project goal: From idea to market

*The mentioned seminars and faculties refers to the Academic Year 2019-2021. The programme for the 
Academic Year 2022-2023 may be subject to slight variations.
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MRAC 01 + OTF - FULL TIME 
 
MASTER IN ROBOTICS & 
ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION  
+ POSTGRADUATE IN 3D 
PRINTING ARCHITECTURE 
PROGRAMME 
 15 MONTHS 
 

The Master in Robotics and Advanced
Construction first year can be combined
with the complementary program OTF : 
3D
printing Architecture. This allows students
to apply the knowledge learnt into this
unique applied research program center 
into
the revolutionising technology of additive
manufacturing for the construction of
sustainable architecture.
For more information, please see the
dedicated booklet about the OTF 
program.

MRAC 01  
FULL TIME  

PROGRAMME
+
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MRAC 02 - FULL TIME 
 
MASTER IN ROBOTICS & 
ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION  
+ RESEARCH THESIS 
18 MONTHS 
 

Targeted towards students’ future career
in Academia, Start-up or Industry, the
second year of the Master in Robotics
and Advanced Construction offers the
occasion to develop a thesis project with
the support of IAAC infrastructure, experts
and network, with the goal to maximise its
impact on our society.
Students can choose to work either
individually or in a group, and can propose
their own topic and collaborative company,
or choose from the one proposed by IAAC
and its strong partners. The development
of the project will be supported by advanced
seminars in Technology, Theory and Business
to bring the proposal state of the art research
that can really impact the construction
industry. To this end, students will collaborate
with one specific industry / academia or
incubator to develop their project, with
a series of internship immersion in the
collaborative company as well as review and
support directly on the thesis project.
In parallel to the development of the Thesis
Project Studio, the second year of the Master
in Robotics and Advanced Construction offers
a series of seminars enhancing both the
theoretical, practical and digital skills of the
students. Students will also have the occasion
to join cross-disciplinary workshops to build
large prototypes and installations.

MRAC 01
PROGRAMME

MRAC 02
PROGRAMME

+
After the completion of 
MRAC01 academic year
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

MRAC 02  
RESEARCH THESIS

COLLABORATIVE PARTNER

RESEARCH SUPPORT

SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS

The MRAC Research Thesis explores innovative applications in robotics and advanced construction.

This program is organized around 3 different tracks, establishing, at different technology
readiness levels, a hands-on methodology developing innovative projects.
Each track is exposing students to a multidisciplinary learning environment focused on
questioning, predicting and projecting novel solutions transforming the Construction Sector.
This program is meant to provide the proper framework to those students who want to perform a
deeper research, developing new paradigms for robotics in architecture.

During the entire year, the students are asked to work in close contact with one academic/startup/
industry partner. Students will be connected to a series of possible partners and related topics of
interest from the extensive IAAC Networks, or alternatively, students can also propose their own
partner and topic, to be reviewed by the academic committee. The collaboration shall include
internship, review, technical support and the possibility to continue the collaboration after the
master with a separate contract.

A team of experts from robotics, advanced manufacturing, data science, business innovation
will support students in developing their innovative solutions. MRAC faculties represent a
multidisciplinary team of researchers, professionals, academics dedicated to exploring and
implementing tech-based applications in the AEC sector.

During the MRAC Research thesis program, students will have the opportunity to attend a series of
parallel programs tailored to implement expertise with theoretical, digital and practical sessions
focused on advanced topics in computation, robotics, business innovation and research.
All seminars will be transversal to the different tracks, providing a transversal learning experience
for each student.

ACADEMIC TRACK

START UP TRACK

INDUSTRY TRACK

How to create an innovative and state of the art research?
In this line, students will focus on developing a scientific research with 
relevant academic value. Each project will be monitored by a selected 
team of advisors providing guidance through a rigorous methodology 
and experimental approach. 

How to convert brilliant ideas into potential market applications?
Through a multidisciplinary framework, students will identify 
interactions
between innovative solutions and business development. Several
mentors from robotics, business innovation and startups experts will
support students in this challenging journey. 

How to orient emerging technology towards industrial needs?
This track is oriented to those students willing to face challenges 
proposed
by a cluster of companies seeking innovative solutions. This track will,
therefore, focus on introducing digital transformations for the industry
sector. 
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36 Head of Studies: Mathilde Marengo Coordinated by: Laura Ruggeri

Directed by: 
Aldo Sollazzo

Aldo is an architect, researcher, expert 
in computational design and digital 
fabrication. Master in Architectonic 
Design in 2007, Master in Advanced 
Architecture at IAAC in 2012, Fab 
Academy diploma in 2014 at Fab Lab 
Barcelona, Aldo is currently involved 
in several projects running in parallel. 
Since 2011, he is founder and manager 
of Noumena, data-driven design firm, 
investigating between the boundaries 
of new digital paradigms and design 
strategies applied to architecture, 
robotics and fabrication. Aldo is founder 
of Fab Lab Frosinone and director of 
Reshape, a digital platform promoting 
interdisciplinary and collaborative 
approach in the field of wearable tech 
and fashion design. Since 2015 he is 
faculty at IAAC, leading as director 
the IAAC Global Summer School, as 
co-director the Master of Robotics 
and Advanced Construction, and 
as instructor of digital tools. Aldo 
represents one of the Supernode of 
Fab Academy, educational platform 
founded by Neil Gershenfeld from the 
MIT’s Center of Bits and Atoms. For the 
same program, he is also coordinating 
the Fab Academy Paris. 

Directed by: 
Alexandre Dubor

Alexandre is an architect and 
researcher combining new technologies 
in an attempt to improve how we 
build and live in our cities. He holds 
a Master degree of Architecture & 
Engineering from EAVT & ENPC (France) 
and a Master Degree of Architecture 
from IAAC, with a specialization in 
robotic fabrication and large scale 
additive manufacturing (FabBot 3.0). 
Alexandre holds as well a French 
architectural licence (HMONP) and 
worked in several architectural offices, 
from competition stage to delivery 
(Libeskind, Atenastudio, iDonati, 
AREP) while exploring the potential 
of scripting and coding in a separate 
practice (Collectif277). Since 2012, he is 
working at IAAC as expert in digital and 
robotic fabrication. Alexandre is now 
leading the Open Thesis Fabrication 
program as well as the Master in 
Robotic and Advanced Construction 
at IAAC. Together with IAAC staff, 
students and industrial partners, he 
is investigating how new advances 
in material, digital fabrication and 
computational design could lead to a 
better construction ecosystem, toward 
a more efficient, affordable, sustainable 
and personalized built environment.

MASTER IN ROBOTICS & 
ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION 
FACULTY

RAIMUND KRENMUELLER
IAAC

SIGRID BRELL-COKCAN
ROBOTS IN ARCHITECTURE ; RWTH AACHEN

IRENE RAFOLS
EURECAT TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

ROLAND SNOOKS
KOKKUGIA / RMIT

KASPER STOY
ITU ROBOTICS, EVOLUTION AND ART LABORATORY

SHAJAY BHOOSHAN
ZAHA HADID ARCHITECTS

JOSÉ STARSK NAYA LARA
IAAC 

ROLAND SNOOKS 
KOKKUGIA ; RMIT

ALICIA NAHMAD
PHD RESEARCH FELLOW HUMAN-ROBOT 
COLLABORATION

MATEUSZ ZWIERZYCKI
BTU

FABIAN SCHEURER
DESIGN TO PRODUCTION

LONG NGUYEN
ICD

RICARDO DEVESA
ACTAR PUBLISHERS & URBANNEXT.NET

EUGENIO BETTUCCHI
NOUMENA

JOHANNES BRAUMANN
ROBOTS IN ARCHITECTURE/ UFG LINZ

CARLOS RIZZO
EURECAT TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

STUART MAGGS
SCALED ROBOTICS

ANGEL MUÑOZ
IAAC 

KUNALJIT CHADHA
IAAC

LAURA PUIGPINÓS
EURECAT TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

KEITH KASEMAN
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

DANIEL SERRANO
EURECAT TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

JOSE DANIEL GARCIA ESPINEL
ACCIONA INNOVATION

ALESSIO ERIOLI
UNIVERSITÀ DI BOLOGNA, CO-FOUNDER AT CO-DE-IT

WES MCGEE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN TAUBMAN COLLEGE 
OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

 

FABIO GRAMAZIO 
ETH ZURICH, DFAB, GRAMAZIO & KOHLER 
ARCHITECT

PABLO ZAMORANO
HEATHERWICK STUDIO

NATALIE ALIMA
SENSILAB

ARETI MARKOPOULOU
IAAC’s ACADEMIC DIRECTOR

MATHILDE MARENGO
IAAC

AMIR BASTAN
NODE

FRANCESC BONADA
EURECAT - SMART MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

TONI TORRENTE
EURECAT TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

SEMINAR FACULTY

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

PREVIOUS
PROJECTS

MRAC
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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

Second & Third Term

ON SITE 
ROBOTICS
In collaboration with: 

A collaborative project  between  IAAC and TECNALIA,  featured 
in the 2017’s edition of  Barcelona  Building  Construmat. On 
Site Robotics demonstrates the potentials of additive 
manufacturing technology and robotics in the production of 
sustainable low-cost buildings that can be built on site with 
100% natural materials. 

Combining technological advances in robotics (cable robot), natural 
materials and CAD/CAM software, the aim of the project is to bring 
automation to the construction site, as well as allowing the 
production of high-performance buildings and their monitoring in 
real-time during the construction.

The 3D Printing System presented is introduced to 3D print large 
scale construction parts, and even small scale buildings, made 
from 100% natural materials. This system includes the cable robot 
COGIRO with an integrated CNC control, which is able to automate 
the movement of the 3D extruder with precision.
Thanks to the use of cables operated by servo-controlled winches 
with easy assembly, maintenance and reconfiguration, the printing 
can happen in a very wide range of workspaces, and even directly 
on the construction site.
The system also integrates an extruder and a natural, 
biodegradable, recyclable and local clay-based extrusion material, 
based on the Pylos project.

The Construction sector, which has traditionally been slow 
in integrating technology, is now opening up to digital 
manufacturing, 3D printing, and robotics. 

MUSICAL 
ROBOTIC FAÇADE
In collaboration with: 

Try to imagine a façade that combines robotics, ceramics and Max 
Richter’s music. Do you think it’s possible? It is, and today you can 
see it by visiting the Eixample neighbourhood in Barcelona, as part 
of the hotel Ohla in Eixample.

By applying an algorithm designed by the Institute for Advanced 
Architecture of Catalonia (IAAC), a robot was able to transform a 
musical input into carvings on the ceramic bricks which cover the 
hotel’s façade.

The music played on ceramics is the album “Recomposed by Max 
Richter: Vivaldi’s Four Seasons,” published in 2012 by Deutsche 
Grammophon label. The whole work is composed by 1120 pieces 
(800 in the front and 320 in the main hotel entrance), each one 
containing eight seconds of robotic reinterpretation of Vivaldi’s Four 
Seasons Recomposed by Max Richter.
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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

Second & Third Term

MATTER SITE
This project investigates reusability potentials from post and pre-
demolitions sites. It is divided into 2 parts, the first one aims to 
create an innovative digital decision support for deconstruction and 
demolition. It employs an automatic digitization method for the 
near-end life cycle stage of a building and considers it as a source 
of high value assets. The second part of the research links a post-
demolition database with a computational design tool that matches 
the designed components with relevant stored materials by their 
design requirements, as well as providing suggestions for design 
changes. The proposed iterations aim to optimize repurposed 
material utilization, performance, and cost. The research reduces 
the environmental impact of the sector by promoting the use 
of locally sourced, readily available, and reclaimed materials in 
an automated way. It exposes the potential for constructing big 
data sets of reusable materials, digitally available, for sharing and 
organizing material harvesting and facilitating its incorporation in 
new designs.

Accelerated through:

MINIBUILDERS 
SMALL ROBOTS 
PRINTING BIG 
STRUCTURES 
 
In collaboration with: 

There has always been a close relationship between architecture 
and technology. Yet, in recent times, architecture has stagnated 
and the construction industry has been slow to adopt technologies 
that are already well established in other fields. 

Robotics and Additive Manufacturing offer great potential 
towards innovation within the construction industry. A research 
group at the Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia, 
based in Barcelona, set on a goal of re-elaborating 3D-printing 
techniques so as to overcome existing limitations of this 
technique in large-scale. The objective was to develop a family 
of small scale construction robots, all mobile and capable of 
constructing objects far larger than the robot itself. Moreover, 
each of the robots developed was to perform a diverse task, linked 
to the different phases of construction, finally working together 
as a family towards the implementation of a single structural 
outcome. Hence, instead of one large machine, a number of 
much smaller robots working independently, but in coordination, 
towards a single goal.
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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

Second & Third Term

FUSTA 
ROBOTICA
In collaboration with: 

This robotic fabricated pavilion is made exclusively out of Catalan 
wood. Although it is local and low-impact “zero kilometre” 
material, the wood is low quality and solely used for palettes.  
The challenge is to build a stable structure by using this wood.  
 
The design solution is based on incorporating thin pieces, as well 
as several diverse joints and triangulations implemented through 
digital computation. The fabrication is done with a KUKA robot, 
allowing to automate the assembly process and reduce any 
manual workload.

WOODWOSE 
 

This project is a culmination of one year research tackling the 
timber industry with drone research management and robotic 
fabrication. The research tries to value a tree at its real worth to 
render our current understanding of the forest and of wood 
fabrication more thoughtful and efficient. 

The project explores forest surveying both above and sub canopy 
with a low cost monocular drone, demonstrating abilities to 
provide a more accurate and more cost effective alternative than 
current forest surveying methods. In order to understand the data 
that can be collected from the forest we developed a database 
to facilitate its management. The IAAC students focus on the 
tree geometries as we see it has more immediate impact on 
forestry timber yields, however the database structure can grow to 
encompass all aspects of the forest. 

The IAAC studens have developed a robotic bandsaw and a 
process to cut along wood grain to preserve the woods natural 
strength. demonstrating a possibility among many of the possible 
applications of natural sawn curved wood in the architectural 
context. The students acknowledge however that this presents a 
very narrow image of the impact or possibilities these technologies 
have to offer.
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M ASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION

INDUSTRY
PARTNERS

MRAC

Are you interesting in collaborating with 
the MRAC programme? 
Contact us at: applications@iaac.net 

ROBOTS IN ARCHITECTURE Association for robots inarchitecture 

ABB ROBOTICS Industrial robots and robot software Multinational 

EURECAT Technology Centre of Catalonia

TECNALIA Technology Corporation

HEATHERWICK STUDIO Design & architecture practice

CRICURSA Curved Glass XXL Size
TALLFUSTA Wood Building Solutions

ACCIONA Sustainable Infrastructure & Renewable Energy

AUTODESK Multinational Software Corporation

CUMELLA ZAHA HADID ARCHITECTS 

SCALED ROBOTICS Digitising construction firm

KUKA Supplier of intelligent automation solutions

UNIVERSAL ROBOTS Collaborative robots made simple

The Association for Robots in Architecture has been pioneering the easy use of industrial 
robots for the creative industry and is organizing the first international conference on 
robotic fabrication in architecture, art, and design from Rob|Arch 2012 until nowdays.

Technology leader that is driving the digital transformation of industries. With an 
experience of more than 130 years, ABB is today leader in digital industries with four 
customer oriented businesses: Electrification, Industrial Automation, Motion, and 
Robotics & Discrete Automation.

Eurecat serves the industrial and business sectors with differentiating technology and 
advanced expertise, offering solutions to their innovation needs and boosting their 
competitiveness in a fast-paced environment.

Tecnalia Research & Innovation is the first private Technology Center in Spain as a 
leading organization dedicated to applied research in Europe. Its operating model 
sees businesses growth through innovations based on the scientific and technological 
development.

A multi-award winning British design and architecture studio, focusing on large scale 
projects in cities all over the world. Based out of our combined workshop and design 
studio in Central London, Heatherwick creates buildings, spaces, master-plans, objects 
and infrastructure.

Founded in 1928, specialist in high technology glass bending, CRICURSA is setting 
the standards of design and construction being present in many of the most famous 
architectural works around the world, offering XXL size curved and flat glass for 
exterior and interior applications.

With more than 75 years of experience in the wood sector, TALLFUSTA offers design 
and mechanization of structural elements, providing also technical advisory services for 
constructive solutions driven by the criteria of sustainability and low consumption.

Leaders in sustainable infrastructure solutions and renewable energy projects 
worldwide, ACCIONA is present in more than 30 countries with the aim to contribute to 
the economic and social development of the communities in which it operates pushing 
towards sustainability, innovation and excellence.

Headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area with more than 9000 employees 
worldwide, AUTODESK software corporation makes software services for the 
architecture, engineering, construction, manufacturing, media, and entertainment 
industries.

Ceràmica Cumella, founded in 1880 in Granollers (Barcelona) with the conviction of 
a necessary integration of technical tradition and innovative process, encouraging 
with a steady hand and continued research, finding solutions on how to keep up with 
present technological requirement.

Based in London for 40 years, Zaha Hadid Architects (ZHA) is developing 
transformational projects across six continents, working with global excellence 
clients at all scales and in all sectors. Hadid’s interest is to create transformative 
cultural, corporate, residential and other spaces that work in synchronicity with their 
surroundings in the interrelated fields of urbanism, architecture and design.

Scaled Robotics is a Barcelona based Robotics company transforming the construction 
industry and rethinking the entire construction process. Scaled Robotics mission is to 
modernize construction with Robotics and AI, creating a manufacturing process that is 
lean, efficient and cost-effective.

KUKA is a world’s leading supplier of intelligent automation solutions, from the most 
diverse sectors, including the automotive industry and the general industry. Robot-
based automated solutions producer, Kuka offers a complete range of products and 
services: from the robot component to cells and fully automated systems.

Universal Robots is a Danish manufacturer of more than 42000 industrial collaborative 
robot arms, which are used in several thousand production environments every day 
around the world.
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MASTER IN ROBOTICS & ADVANCED CONSTRUCTION
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